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**Friedan explores women’s role**

by Marjorie Ir

Betty Friedan, founder and first president of the National Organiza-

tion for Women (NOW), told a large, predominantly female audience in

O'Laglin Auditorium last night that the American woman.

"The American woman's role was the role of the woman. She

was the breeder of the human race," stated the mother of four.

"You don't remember how iso-

lated women were. Women were

blanketed out of their sexual relation to men." Friedan recalled the late fifties when she

was a suburban housewife.

"Turn of the War II, we were seduced and bemused to think that marriage was not wrong with giving up their education to put their husbands through school. It was her duty to be a wife and mother," Friedan said.

Women's magazines and televi-

sion, she explained, reinforced the image. "Nobody indicted, though that

there was a danger to the women's soul or the consciousness to know what was wrong."

Friedan spoke of the plight of the housewife who realized that some-

thing was lost. ‘'They felt that the whole shirt was not enough.''

Most were made to feel that

they were not in the same league with giving up their education to

put their husbands through school.

"Some felt that our marriage was a war of attrition,” said the

women’s movement. Friedan drew a large, well-informed audience with her talk, "The Feminine Mystique." It was a keynote speaker for the American Association of University Women.

"Women have better roles in the work force. Women have better roles in the media and politics. 'Now we see Barbara Walters, Jane Pauley Moore and even Charlie's Angels. They might not be sex objects (referr-

ing to the Angels), but they think, they have some place," she noted.

---

**Image Distortion**

With all its victories, the fight for equality is not without its prob-

lems, Friedan continued. "The media treated the women's move-

ment as a joke. Some women were fighting for DC: when it took us late 50s when the college students got involved, they applied the class warfare interpretation to the move-

ment. That was too extreme. The image was distorted and the media exaggerated it even more."

"The women's movement was only part of a much larger revolu-

tion - a sex role revolution."

"Friedan, founded NOW, not every one accepts the need for this revolution.

"There is an enemy out there. It is the people that are not fully aware of the close link between the two."

"The women's movement was only part of a much larger revolu-

tion - a sex role revolution."

"The women's movement was only part of a much larger revolu-

tion - a sex role revolution."

---

**House Democrats vote to lower Social Security tax increases**

WASHINGTON (AP) - House Democrats voted yesterday to re-

duce Social Security tax hikes that go into effect next year and to use income tax revenues to save the retirement system from bankruptcy.

The 150 to 57 vote by the caucus is not binding on the regular leg-

islature. It is a pressure on the Democrats who control and dominate those com-

mittees to push for the changes.

Democrats control the House by a 2-

to-1 margin.

Congress last voted yesterday to raise Social Security tax increases to bring in an additional $2.75 billion a year over the next 10 years beginning in 1979. The increase was needed to help pay for major changes in the Social Security system.

---

**The votes cast today will determine the winner of the senior class elections.**

Even as House Democrats were debating the question, Treasury Secretary W. Michael Blumenthal urged Congress not to change Social Security taxes that late.

"We do not believe that there is any urgent need in view of the president's income tax cut propos-

als that this be done this year," Blumenthal said. "It's not a tax cut, but it's the most equitable way to remedy an unfair situation."

"I really don't think it's going to make that much difference," he stated.

Class elections are organized and run by the Office of Student Activities and the Senior Class Officers. Senior Class President Pat Flynn pointed out that the election committee had a copy of the election rules at the beginning of the first round, as an oversight.

"The rules were there. I guess they weren't there since it has. It was our mistake," Flynn said.

"The women's movement was only part of a much larger revolu-

tion - a sex role revolution."
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---

**Friedan's voice echoes on page 2**

"I can see that it can conceivably work" Friedan said. "It's not a theory, but it's the most equitable way to remedy an unfair situation."
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WASHINGTON [AP] - The Senate voted today for its final showdown vote on the Panama Canal treaty, with Cold War treaty foes an unexpectedly wide margin to claimed a "major victory" on a test of strength for the treaty, Hatch said. The Senate killed the amendment by Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, that would have allowed the House to vote on the treaty, on grounds the Congress to approve any disposal of U.S. property. Later he rejected another amend- ment by Sen. James Allen, D-Ala., to guarantee the jobs of U.S. employees of the Panama Canal Co. until retirement age. That vote was 53 to 37.

Despite the decisive edge by which his proposal lost, Hatch claimed a "major victory" on a test of strength for the treaty. Hatch said it showed more than a third of the Senate recognized the "serious constitutional questions" raised by his amendment - whether disposal of U.S. property requires approval of both the House and Senate.

He also said the vote demonstrated that the Senate lacks the two-thirds majority needed to ratify the treaty, which would turn the canal over to Panama by the year 2000.

Pro-treaty forces dissipated. Majority Leader Alan Cranston, D-Calif., said the outcome left him "three confident of victory than he was at a comparable point during last month's debate on the Panama Canal treaty. The treaty is neutral for the canal..."
Controversy dominates Gryp's year as director

by Jack Pizzolato
Senior Staff Reporter

After a month of preparation, sophomore Bill Roche quietly assumed the directorship of the Student Union (SU) last April. Roche, a member of the Student Union since his freshman year, had worked in various Student Union positions and was serving as assistant services commissioner when he applied for the director's position. He was nominated for Student Union director on Feb. 20 by the organization's own five-member Steering Committee. Six days later, at a Sunday night meeting of the Student Government's Board of Commissioners, Roche's nomination was quickly approved. In the month between his appointment and assuming office last week, Roche has had an opportunity to closely observe the Student Union at work and to carefully select his own five-member Steering Committee. Six new commissioners, Roche's nomination for summer storage in their respective dorms. Under the new plan the Student Union will undertake the project. "The effective. There was a substantial amount of damages and losses." Roche said. Volunteers will be recruited from the dorms to aid in the loading and unloading of the materials.

"Under this system many of the problems of last year's program will be alleviated," Roche continued. "The new plan will not cost and eliminate many of the damage problems since the students will be actively involved in the process."

Roche stressed that it is important for the hall presidents to begin making arrangements for the program. "It is urgent that you start now since the semester is rapidly coming to an end." Students interested in utilizing the new storage program should contact their hall president in the near future.

\[continued on page 8\]

---

SU plans summer storage

by Andy Segovia

Student Union Director Bill Roche recently presented plans for a new summer storage program. Under the new plan the hall presidents will be responsible for summer storage in their respective dorms.

Last year the Student Union used privately owned storage space because major firms no longer desired to undertake the project. "The larger firms shy away because of law suits, lack of facilities and minimal profits," Roche stated. "Last year's operation proved ineffective. There was a substantial amount of damages and losses."

The new program calls for the hall presidents to estimate the volume of storage from their hall. This information would be used to reserve space in a self-lock storage establishment. Hall presidents would then draw up a price list based on the cost of the space and the size of the various articles.

"The plan allows for the dorms to make some profit from the operation," Roche commented. The suggested date for moving the articles to the storage area is the Saturday before finals. The stored articles are to be picked up and returned to campus in the fall. "The preferable date for the return is the day before registration day," Roche said. Volunteers will be recruited from the dorms to aid in the loading and unloading of the materials.

\[continued on page 8\]
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\['CLEATS'\]

Wear your stickers today
3:00 pm to 6:00 pm

Daily 6am - 6pm
Sunday 8:30am - 4pm
1 Block N of Auten Rd
51277 US 31 N

Assorted Sandwiches
Homemade Pies
Daily Specials
McKenna - Roohan
Student Government

\[continued on page 8\]

---

\[continued on page 8\]
Sadat calls for more flexibility in negotiations

CAIRO* Egypt [AP] - Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin "should be more flexible" in peace negotiations, President Anwar Sadat said yesterday. He added that Defense Minister Ezer Weizman, seen as Begin's growing political rival, is welcome to return to Cairo "whenever there are new ideas."

The Egyptian leader spoke to an international group of journalists and academics here for a conference on news exchanges with the Third World.

He was asked whether Begin personally was regarded as responsible for the current deadlock in the Israeli-Egyptian peace process.

"Well, I don't want to interfere in others' domestic problems," Sadat replied. "What I feel is this - Mr. Begin should be more flexible, and I told this to Weizman when he visited me last time. I don't feel like making any comment other than this."

Israeli protest

The Egyptian president also said, as he had Sunday, that the estimated 30,000 Israelis who demonstrated in Tel Aviv over the weekend for Begin to make more concessions to the Arabs were "wise."

Formal talks between the two nations were suspended more than two months ago, although Weizman visited Egypt last week and met twice with Sadat. The defense minister is expected to return next week.

Israeli spokesmen said Weizman brought new proposals last week, but the Egyptians said there had been no progress.

Sadat said, as he had Sunday, that the estimated 30,000 Israelis who demonstrated in Tel Aviv over the weekend for Begin to make more concessions to the Arabs were "wise."

The stalemate centers on Israel's insistence that Israel withdraw from all occupied Arab land and allow the Palestinians to determine their own future. Israel rejects the idea of total withdrawal and Begin has offered home rule with a continued Israeli military presence for the Palestinians of the Gaza Strip and West Bank of the Jordan River.

Also yesterday, Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan returned to Israel from a three-day visit to Romania and Mideast talks with President Nicolae Ceausescu which Dayan said yielded no concrete results.

Other developments
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Carter drafting ‘get-tough’ approach to handle inflation

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Carter, beset by a falling dollar, rising prices and large oil imports, is drafting what is described as a new, get-tough approach to controlling inflation.

He told congressional leaders at a breakfast meeting yesterday that he will take a larger personal role in fighting inflation.

"The president believes, and I think most of us believe, that our failure to achieve a solution to the energy problem is the one thing that more than anything else is causing a drop in the value of the dollar and thus impacting the American people with inflation," Wright said.

According to this view, Americans are importing so much oil that dollars are flowing out of the country at a record rate: $4.5 billion in February alone. This has contributed to a sharp drop in the value of the dollar abroad - down 15 percent against the Swiss and nearly 20 percent against the Japanese yen during the last year.

Selection of cabinet nears completion

by Kevin Richardson

Student Body President Andy McKenna said there has been an "encouraging response" in the application process for his yet-to-be-announced cabinet.

Some of the cabinet positions have already been filled, he said, and he will announce his entire cabinet on Monday. He noted that approximately 60 people had applied for various cabinet positions.

"I was pleased with the response for the new cabinet positions too," McKenna added. Of the new positions created by McKenna, Social Life, Security, and Career Development received the heaviest application.

"A real strength from diverse student knowledge and opinion on various subjects will produce a very high caliber cabinet," McKenna stated. Several of the applicants were people "who Mike Roohan and I never even met during the campaign," he added.

One such alternative would be to require any room with a loft to have a smoke detector.

Gilroy added that he hasn't fully researched the issue yet, but he stressed that he would not talk to the administration until he had some concrete proposals.

Gilroy said that he will be working in conjunction with Student Body President Andy McKenna's committee that is investigating the new fire regulations.
seriously, folks...

Life is Unfair

art buchwald

Washington -- Every city, county and state government is trying to think up new ways of raising tax dolla...
Two Ladies and A Choice

Arthur Laurents's The Turning Point is an incredibly beautiful, sensitive film. It is about the change that makes any of that giving 100 percent to a career or love the domestic role. It is the story of two friends (Anne Bancroft and Shirley MacLaine), who, after a twenty year separation, meet to answer the question, "Who is better off for the role they've chosen?" The answer that the film gives should be of interest to everyone - male and female - because it is an insight into not just the unique situation of women, but the whole human experience. The conscious lie film gives is "Neither." Nor are the women any worse for their choice. This message comes through in the form of a pleasant story line and a marvellous display of acting by Bancroft and MacLaine that earned it 11 Academy Award nominations. On the same topic, The Turning Point is or about a confrontation between two friends - one who quit the ballet to get married and the other who went on to become star of the show - 20 years after the decision. Laurent, who both wrote and co-produced the movie, notes that the American Ballet Company and Michel Baryshnikov as the backdrop. What results are several magnificent scenes, aided by exceptional circumstance, the contrast between DeeDee and her one's sense of the ballet's grace and splendor. That is how the movie is beautiful. It is sensitive when it explores the emotions of its two female leads and examines the bond of friendship that allows them, even after 20 years, to fight with each other, scream at each other, and finally realize together that the roles they have chosen have their own separate benefits and limitations. Neither of their roles is perfectly satisfying because in each, there are sacrifices to be made. Bancroft, as Emma, realizes that while she has the glamour associated with a Manhattan base and a starring role, she cannot have the children and security of her friend DeeDee. DeeDee, (played by MacLaine), on the other hand, feels impropriety by her Oklahoma City domesticity and is deeply troubled by her nagging self-doubt. Could she have become as big a star as Emma? What would life been like then? Amelie, the daughter with whom DeeDee was pregnant at the time of her split with the company, is quite a ballet prodigy in her own right. She is given an opportunity to perform with the ballet company in New York for the summer and DeeDee follows, both to look out for her and to try to relive the ballet vicariously. This gives DeeDee to do two things. First, she is forced to confront the area for college and the glimpse of the ballet is a delightful revelation. These two human beings are, it is through this communication that the two under- stand how it feels to be in one another's shoes, and it becomes clear to both of them that no matter what one chooses at the turning point, that choice will be filled with equal amounts of misery and happiness. In a few reviews of this movie, some mention has been given to a suggested lesbian relationship between DeeDee and Emma. This suggestion is groundless and superflous to Laurent's explanation of the spiritual wavelength on which they both exist. The relevant perception of their relationship as sisters in a shared experi- ence is that it is one devoid of games, superficial banter, or any of a host of plastic devices that plague two people acquainting themselves after a long separation. These two human beings are real, not in spite of their openness, but because of it.

The Turning Point is a very fine movie; it might be the one film that we will all need to see once. It is not the type of film that one can receive once (despite 11 nominations) tells one things that only can be said by the state of the Academy. The acting is superb, the technical effects are well-done, and the glimpse of the ballet is a delightful addition to a story that can stand on its own merit. It is playing at the State, and if you see no other movie this year, this one is one you should catch.
LaFortune was found Sept. 9. In all, 13 young police have announced several detections and killers or killers have been convicted of armed robbery in Massachusetts.

Meanwhile, a 93 member police task force was to work - Gates had headed it before becoming chief recently - but Cooke pointed out that this case is not one that can be solved in short order.

"It's so lonely in the way of physical evidence," he said.

"The usual homicide is committed by someone's relative by known members of the victim's family or friends." He said the victims had been convicted of armed robbery in Massachusetts.

Gрыв's SU year controversial to go on sale to students as part of an entire homecoming package. At first Gryp stood firm by the Student Union's "favoritism" policy, but after receiving pressure from the Hall Presidents Council (HPC), he backed off, concluding that "the policy was wrong." Later, when the question of complimentary concert tickets for Student Union members was raised, it was decided to abandon the idea of "favoritism" for all students.

"I could see the logic, but it didn't feel right to me," Gryp explained. "The Observer made good jobs, just like the media at other papers, but I feared we were just a part of the pack.""At first," Gryp remembered, "I was very angry and I didn't want to use the press coverage and then, so much as I knew, I concluded that there was a breakdown in communications between the Observer and the Student Union during the year, adding "I thought I had to say something about it.

Being an "outsider" helped

Despite the problems of adjustment, looking back on the year's work, Gryp believes that the "outside" viewpoint helped him. "I had a unique perspective, being a student," he recalled, "and I could see the things that needed to be challenged." It was a good experience," Gryp observed. "I learned a lot, but I don't know if I would do it again. When I got into the Student Senate, people wanted to see and that's what I could do.""I could see the things that needed to be challenged," he said.

"I don't know if I would do it again. When I got into the Student Senate, people wanted to see and that's what I could do." "I could see the things that needed to be challenged," he said.

And the backfiring leads have done a good job at the 1978-79 department's reputation. In addition to Jones' arrest, release and suspension, they included: In February, police arrested a television actor who confessed to the killings. He was released after police explained that he apparently was under the influence of drugs and had nothing whatsoever to do with the crime.

And in early October, police called a news conference at which two news releases of suspects were to be released. But the suspects were called off minutes before it was to start when two undercover detectives discovered the drawings depicted them.
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Now comes Miller time.
An eve of a Common Market summit in Copenhagen, blaming business and nation Common Market was 5.9 or 6.1 million unemployed, in the protesters briefly occupied the unemployment rate in the unless people are put back to work. From one to four hours. About six to seven million Span­ish workers laid down their tools for two major labor federations whose leaders sent a message to the president of the parliament demanding more work for young people and farmers. Railies and street demonstration workers walked off the job, rallied in plants or demonstrated in the workers stopped work for three hours at major factories, public utilities and transportation. Action Day drew little participa­tion in Switzerland and France, where workers will negotiate soon with the government for an increase in the minimum wage and fifth week of mandatory vacation.

Badin hosts eighth graders

by Brandy Andrassak
Sr. Verene Girnisch, Badin Hall rector, and volunteers from Badin Hall are involved this week­end in a "Weekend of Caring and Sharing." Twenty-five eighth grade girls from an inner city community have been invited to share Friday and Saturday with students at Badin Hall.

Mary Anne Kay, one of the dormitory directors explained the purpose of the weekend as an opportunity for the girls to investi­gate who they are through the various activities an discussions planned. She said these are intended to lead them to real­ize their full potential (college, career, and talents) and "motivate" them to strive for a future beyond the limits of the inner city.

"This weekend of "caring and sharing" initiated by Girnisch and past involvement with the parish. She described this activity where students are invited to make a weekend of dedication to service for the poor and their families. Girnisch and the two major labor federations whose leaders sent a message to the president of the parliament demanding more work for young people and farmers.

Mid East arms bill delayed

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Car­ter administration has decided to delay submission of its contro­versial $6.8 billion Middle East arms package to Congress until the Senate takes final action on the Panama Canal treaties in about three weeks. The move, disclosed today, would give opponents of the Middle East arms package more time to try to block warplane sales to Saudi Arabia and Egypt. It might also help the administration in the limited degree that's possible. The delay reflects consideration for senators who have not yet made up their minds on the arms package and want the canal treaty settled first before turning attention to the question of Middle East arms. The arms package is for­mally submitted. Congress has 30 days to exercise a veto. Unless the majority of both the House and Senate register their opposition within that time, the deals automatic­ally go through.

Criticism has centered mostly on the proposed sale of 60 F-15 jet fighter bombers to Saudi Arabia. Hobbyists of Israel are concerned that the planes would be used against the Palestinians in their struggle for an independent state. Other opponents base their objections on the prolif­eration of sophisticated weapons in an unstable region.

The administration, on the contrary, has gone to the administration's plan to sell 50 F-15 fighters to Egypt, the first major arms shipment to that country by the United States. The package also included 15 F-15s and 75 F-16s jet fighters for Israel.

Irish down Valpo

(continued from p.11) earlier, scoring all four of their runs in the bottom of the third. Captain Rick Pulliam, as he does so well, started it all with a hard single to center field. With one out, first baseman Bob Cleary knocked a single to right field. Pulliam, running on the hit, scored from first with a head-first slide into home. Second baseman Tom Caruso's infield hit down the right field line and using the corners to drive single to left drove in the last two.

Spear's rear seat starting pitcher Ted Serbin to the showers, as Jimbo Macaluso took over in relief to hold the Irish at bay. Meanwhile. Dan "Wolfman" Washington, running on the hit, scored from first with a head-first slide. With one out Dan Voelkinger loaded up the bases. Tony Amoroso grounded to short and brought home the second Irish run before left fielder Bill Star's line drive single to left drove in the last two.
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American League East

contin...
The Yankees brought the baseball title back to the American League by defeating the Baltimore Orioles. With this win, the Yankees have a fair shot to repeat as champions in 1978. The biggest obstacle in their path is right in their own division: the Boston Red Sox. The Red Sox immediately had a remarkable race, with August being the best month. The team and the Sox are in a tie going into the final day of the season. Coach O'Sullivan feels that golf is perhaps the most demanding of all collegiate sports at last because there are two factors that cannot be overcome: the weather, and the pressure. Since the weather is very hot, Coach O'Sullivan has to look for players with an "in-depth knowledge and patience". The six golfers who performed so well yesterday certainly fit the mold that is required.

**Tony Pace**

**American League East**
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The team is guided by Rick Yandel, a senior from Wisconsin, who is nearing the end of an illustrious career. The team has three shortstops, two first basemen, and two third basemen. The starting pitching has been carried by Eddie Murray and Lee May. Murray, last season's Rookie-of-the-Year in the American League, showed that he could be a potential star. The defense has been very solid. The outfield is a strong point, and Murray's replacement, Dave Skaggs, showed that he could be a dynamic leadoff hitter. The pitching has been very solid, and it has been the Ivy League's best in the past few years. Coach O'Sullivan feels that golf is perhaps the most demanding of all collegiate sports at last because there are two factors that cannot be overcome: the weather, and the pressure. Since the weather is very hot, Coach O'Sullivan has to look for players with an "in-depth knowledge and patience". The six golfers who performed so well yesterday certainly fit the mold that is required.
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**Bill Caldwell**

**Sports Writer**

**Back to the work for 1977 National Champs.**

**Can they do it again?**